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                           THE TRUE MEANING OF MALCOLM X

                                     PART 1

                             (Printed July 16, 1993)

       I'm   very   glad   that  Malcolm  X  has  been rescued from oblivion
   and  pushed   forward   by  the  masses of blacks. It must be noted for the
   record  that   this   present  development  certainly  is  not  the wish of
   those  who  murdered   Malcolm   X.   This murder of Malcolm X was not just
carried  out by Black  Muslim zealots, concerned with avenging the honor of
   Elijah  Muhammad  whom    Malcolm   X   accused  of  dishonorable  behavior
   with   his   teenaged  secretaries  (getting them pregnant and then kicking
   them  out  of  the Nation of  Islam),  which  one  of  Malcolm's  assassins
   stated  was his reason for killing  him.  It was also very much the work of
   the  white  power structure, bent  on  destroying a strong black leader who
   was  intent  on  the  liberation of  black people. There is every reason to
   believe,   in   fact,   that   the   white  power   structure   played   an
   instigating   role   in fomenting the plot that resulted in Malcolm X being
   gunned down on Feb. 21, 1965.

         I  myself  had  served  as  a bodyguard for  Malcolm X while he was
   in  Detroit   one  week  earlier, Feb. 14, 1965. It was the fourth and last
   time  I'd   do   so.   I   was  just  a teenager, but very much politically
   involved.  I  had  a  keen  interest  in  Malcolm X, although I was never a
   Muslim  and  in  fact   I   didn't  believe  in  God  at the time. I was an
   atheist.  Like some other  radical  blacks,  I  was  a  Marxist,  but I was
   a   black   nationalist   Marxist.    Most   of   the   American   Marxists
   (communists)  were  whites  (there  weren't   very   many   of   us   black
   Marxists),  and  most of them didn't like Malcolm  X at all. Later the most
   famous  black  Marxists  were the leaders of the  Black  Panther  Party and
   Angela  Davis,  but  the Communist Party USA to which  Davis  belonged  was
   against  black  nationalism  and Malcolm X. Still later, Stokely Carmichael
   became a Marxist.

          As   a   matter  of  fact, at the time of Malcolm's assassination,
   Malcolm  X   was   perhaps   the  most feared and hated political figure in
   America.  It  wasn't   just   that   Malcolm  X was feared and hated by the
   white  racists  and  open   bigots.  He was hated by the white liberals and
   the  larger  portion of white  radicals  and leftists of every description.
   Across  the  entire  white  spectrum  of  political  views,  from  left  to
   right,   and  right to left, Malcolm X was feared and hated by all except a
   very few.

           Nor   was   it  any better among the official "Negro" leadership.
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   Malcolm  X   was   feared  and hated by all the civil rights organizations,
   by  all  the  official   leaders,   by   every  black  who was dependent on
   white  donations.  Then   on   top   of this rejection, the Nation of Islam
   with  Farrakhan  as  one of  the  louder  voices  were  castigating to hell
   Malcolm  X, poisoning the atmosphere against him, and making it known, they
   wanted Malcolm X dead.

          So   who  was  left  ?  As far as politically conscious and active
   elements   were    concerned,   only   various   radical   blacks,   mostly
   nationalists   of  various  descriptions,  a  few New York celebrities like
   Ossie  Davis,  and a few  politically  isolated,  radical  whites.  But  as
   far  as  the  masses of blacks  were  concerned,  Malcolm  X  had an appeal
   among  the  black  working  classes   of  the  North.  Malcolm  X's  appeal
   was  to the grass roots. The voiceless little  people, who were Malcolm X's
   own roots.

          After   Malcolm's   assassination,   all these elements, white and
   black,  from   far   right   to   far   left   of  both races, in an almost
   unprecedented  cohesion,    agreement   and   unholy  alliance,  worked  to
   castigate,   lie,  distort,  and  trample  on  this  man's grave, to assign
   his  memory  to  some  tunnel   in  hell, which was to be sealed, and never
   opened. Malcolm X was to be dead. Completely.

          It's   very   important   to  make these observations, since today
   matters  are   quite  different. There are many who rush to embrace Malcolm
   X.  There's  no   black  leader  who today is more popular and revered. How
   Malcolm  X  was  hated,  how he was lied about, how all the black and white
   leaders  vilified  and   cursed  Malcolm and have done their utmost to bury
   his  memory  with  his  body  are  points  being lost in all the admiration
   poured onto Malcolm X.

           Why    has   this   difference   come  about  ?  True,  Malcolm's
   autobiography  published   not   long  after  his death has something to do
   with  keeping  his  memory   alive.   How   did  this  book  get  published
   when   there   was  such  opposition   to   Malcolm   X  ?  Actually,  Alex
   Haley's   original publisher withdrew  from  publishing  the  book, and the
   word  was  out  to  suppress  the book.  "The  Autobiography  of  Malcolm  X "
   was,  after  some searching, first published  by  Grove  Press. Grove Press
   had  a radical stream and was known for  publishing  such  obscene material
   as the complete writings of Marquis de  Sade.

       Eventually,  my  political  mentor  was contacted to be the editor of
   the   book.  "The  Autobiography  of  Malcolm  X " was edited by my political
   mentor  in   Detroit,  and  in  the  household  where I then lived, since I
   had  been informally  adopted  by my political mentor and his wife. Much of
   the  style of  the  book  is  due, not to Haley, but to the editing. I know
   this  to  be  true  because  I  was  there.  I  saw  all the heavy changes,
   corrections,  and  re-writings   that  were  done  to  Haley's book to make
   it  what  it  is  today.  I read  Haley's  original  manuscript  with these
   corrections  and  changes.  My  political  mentor,  by the way, was a white
   Marxist, born a Jew.
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        My   political  mentor  was  also the first to publish a volume on
   Malcolm  X's   speeches,  and  published  probably  the  first  book on the
   political  analysis   of  Malcolm X's last year. These are historical facts
   which  should  be   known,  and  I write these facts although I today am no
   longer a Marxist, nor atheist, and haven't been so for nearly 20 years.

          But   although   various literature had been continually published
   about  Malcolm   X,  and  there  were still films of him around, this alone
   did  not  assure   that   this   overwhelming   opposition  and  formidable
   alliance   by  erstwhile   political  enemies to smother Malcolm X would be
   defeated.  As  an  immediate   conduit  for Malcolm's name and life, it was
   necessary  that  black  radicalism  increase in strength, even though black
   radicalism   in   all   forms of   black   and   cultural   nationalism,   Pan
   Africanism,   communists,  revolutionaries,   etc.   would   not  gain  the
   dominant   political  tide.  This  militant   current   most   visibly  was
   symbolized   by  Carmichael  and the rise of  the  Black  Power movement on
   the  one  hand,  and  later  in the appearance of  the Black Panther Party,
   whose  leaders,  Newton,  Seale,  and  Cleaver,  all traced their political
   lineage to Malcolm X.

         Still,   many   of   these   elements   considered   Malcolm  X  as
   just   a  transitional   figure  and Huey Newton in particular felt his own
   image,  his  own   books   and writings were the more advanced replacements
   for  Malcolm  X.  This   multifarious  black  radicalism  was  a  scattered
   matrix   of   many  different  rows  and  columns, leading to and extending
   from  many  different  claimants,   espousing many different programs, with
   many different types of group and organizational collections.

          All   these   militant  activities  by angry and dissident blacks,
   while   more    colourful    and   original,   were   still   outside   the
   mainstream  Negro  politics,   which   consisted   of the established civil
   rights   organizations,  whose   symbolizing   image   was   Martin   King.
   While   both   were  ostensibly  working   towards   black  liberation from
   white   racist   rule,   in  reality,  the  two   different   streams   had
   profoundly   different  meanings,  and,  in  fact,  were  enemies  of  each
   other.  Not  brethrens  in  struggle except on the more shallow and surface
   levels.

          Nevertheless,   the   various   black   militant  and  nationalist
   groups  sputtered  and  died  out as real contenders for political power by
   the  end  of   the   seventies.  Various  aspects  of  their  militancy and
   nationalism  were  absorbed  by  osmosis  by  the mainstream Negro current.
   The  official  civil  rights  groups  were  installed into power, rewarded,
   and  a  remake  of  black  cities  was  effected  with  blacks making great
   gains  in  many  economic  and  social   areas.  A large black professional
   class  of  college  educated  blacks  appeared,   and  blacks began to take
   power  positions  in  much  larger  numbers  in   institutions   and   jobs
   formerly  denied  to  African  Americans,  including the  courts and police
   departments and higher rankings in the military.

         The  working   class   also   saw  a rise in minimum wages, and it was
   possible,  as  with   an   auto   worker,   to   make  more  money  than  a
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   college   graduate.  Extravagantly    high   and  exorbitant  multi-million
   dollar   salaries   and  royalties    began    to   be   earned   by  black
   athletes,    entertainers   and  celebrities   on   a  large  scale.  Black
   political  power has most visibly been noticed  in  the  election of blacks
   to  mayoral  positions  in  major  American  cities.   And   throughout the
   eighties  this  progress  and  remaking  of  America continued.  Presently,
   opening   the  nineties,  black  elected  officials  have  added  a  United
   States  Senator  to  their  list,  and  a Governor.

          So,   again,   it's  to  be wondered, how is it that Malcolm X has
   risen   from   the   ashes   when  even  the  black  radical  movement  has
   dissipated  ?  Why  is   it   that   Malcolm   X  lives  ? Why have not the
   successful  civil  rights  organizations,   with   their  image and myth of
   Martin  King, not prevailed in squashing  Malcolm  X  ?  Why should Malcolm
   X  be of more than just curious interest  to  so  many,  at  all  ?  Is  he
   just  a  fad?  If so, this fad has continued for years, and its momentum is
   still increasing.

      Concomitant  with  the ascendancy, and now I can declare, supremacy of
   Malcolm   X's   image,   has   been  the  decline  of  Martin  King's image
   and  attachment.   Again,   why  is this so ? To answer these questions and
   more is to begin to understand  The True Meaning of Malcolm X.
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                                        PART 2

                                (Printed July 30, 1993)

       In   the   first   article  I  outlined  the fact that when Malcolm X
   was  gunned   down   in  Feb.,  1965,  he  was a hated man. This hatred and
   opposition  were   remarkable   because   they   aligned   otherwise   very
   hostile  political groupings.  Both  blacks and whites were against Malcolm
   X  and  were  glad  to see  him  dead  ! These whites included not just the
   obvious  right  wingers,  but   white   liberals   and  leftists  as  well,
   including  many  communists.  This  thrill  was  also  shared  by blacks of
   most  of  the  political  spectrum,  and  not   just   the   Black  Muslims
   (Nation   of  Islam),  not  just  Farrakhan,  but  Martin   King  as  well.
   Propriety  and  the  circumstance  that Malcolm X was a black  leader  kept
   many  from  expressing too directly their true gladness. But  Martin  King,
   in   a  flippant  way, lied and taunted that Malcolm X had just gotten what
   his teachings taught. (But what did Martin King get with respect to his       
   teachings?)

         I    also    pointed    out,    for    the   record,   that   after  Malcolm's
assassination,   there   was  a  concerted effort by this unholy  alliance  to, along
with  his  body,  bury  and  seal  from  consciousness   the  memory  of  Malcolm  X.
Political vultures were set loose to pick and  devour   Malcolm's   political
remains,  leaving  them unrecognizable.  I   particularly  remember  Carl  Rowan's
nasty   article.   This  agent, who   worked  for  a  CIA  propaganda  front  in
Africa,  wondered  why  anybody should  care for Malcolm X, pointing out that Malcolm X
had previously been a pimp and thief.

          The   questions   which   the   reader  was left with in the first
   article  were  how  has  Malcolm  X  risen, Phoenix like, from the oblivion
   assigned  him  to  become  the  number  one  image  and most revered of all
   the  black  leaders?   How   is   this  possible  when  so  much  has  been
   spent  to  prop  Malcolm's   opponent,   Martin   King  as the blacks' real
   leader;  and when so many  economic,  social  and political gains have been
   made  by  blacks  under the  King  banner  ?  How  is  this  possible  when
   hundreds  of  billions  of dollars  have  been  spent,  when all the media,
   both  black  and  white,  when all  the propaganda, when all the teachings,
   when  every pore of society has been  trumpeting  and  inundating  us  with
   King,  even  as  the  black  radical  movement   has virtually disappeared,
   plowed  over  by  elected  Negro  officials  and   Big   Money,  how  is it
   possible,  Malcolm  X  should  still move forward, move  ahead,  and  stand
   alone,  towering  above  all others ? How is this possible ?

          The   root   answer to this is because of Divine Will. There is no
   other force that can overcome such objective obstacles. None whatsoever.

          However,   this   explanation  of  Divine  Will, while true, needs
   to  be  fleshed   out   and   explained  by  more  earthly references where
   possible.  But  such   ordinary,   earthly,  tangible,  empirical  analyses
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   can   never  be complete,  can  never  be  a  full or real explanation, but
   a  pretence  to  a  root   explanation.   A   pretence   which   just  adds
   material   knowledge and information,  but which singularly or all together
   can  never  really explain why.  Anymore  than  all the courses in biology,
   physiology  and  anatomy can really  ever explain, along with all the other
   natural sciences why a human being ?! Why life ? Why the universe ?

          It   is  with  this understanding and caveat that it is the Divine
   Will  which   is   in   the   background  and the Secret Cause that I offer
   these  more  mundane,    connecting   points   referring  to  black  social
   and   political  history.   In   fact,   in   a  subsequent article in this
   series  I  will have to return  to  the Divine Mind to comprehend political
   events  of  this  century. (The  reader  may  recall  that  I  wrote in the
   first  article  that   on  the  different   occasions   I   met  Malcolm  X
   while   still  a  teenager, I didn't believe in God. Obviously, my thoughts
   on this question have changed.)

          The   simplest  explanation  for  this  phenomenon  of Malcolm X's
   ascension  is   the   fact   that   the   black  masses, the ones Malcolm X
   appealed  to  and  addressed,  the  grass roots, are not pleased with their
   condition,  despite  all   the  progress  that's  been  made  by  the civil
   rights  organizations.  Noticeably,   the   young  who  measure their lives
   from  a  different  starting point than the older African Americans are not
   satisfied with conditions.

           There    is   an   underlying   comprehension,   only   partially
   surfaced   as  political   consciousness,   that   these  blacks  need  new
   leadership,  that the Martin  King  leadership  is  not  really  addressing
   their  needs  and  their  concerns.   The   appearance  and  expression  of
   Malcolm   X   is  an  implicit rejection of Martin King and the programs of
   the civil rights leaders.

          The   powers-that-be,  both  blacks  and  whites,  being unable to
   stop  Malcolm   X's   forward march into the consciousness of the masses of
   blacks,  have   decided   to   do  in this case what they successfully have
   done before: If you can't beat them, join them.

          So,   the establishment has joined the Malcolm X movement with one
   aim:  to   co-opt   the   movement,   to   steer  it into safe channels, to
   distort and belie the meaning and purpose of Malcolm X, to control it.

          This  is what happened to the black revolution. It was replaced by
   the  "Negro"   revolution,   so  Malcolm  X  charged. This is what happened
   to  the  March    on   Washington,   Malcolm   X  averred  as  an  example,
   where   King  eventually   gave   his   most  celebrated  "I  have a Dream"
   speech.  Originally,  as   Malcolm  accused  in  his famous "Message to the
   Grass  Roots"  speech  of 1963,  Martin King and the official Negro leaders
   were not even part of the March on Washington movement.

          The   March   on  Washington  movement  was a radical, black grass
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   roots  movement,  unled but vibrating through the ghettos of black America.
   It  was  a   movement  to  March  on  Washington  in an act of defiance and
   demand.  A  March   which  was  to  threaten  the greatest confrontation in
   history  with  white   America   at   its   titular  seat of power. A March
   which  was  to  bring  Washington  to a halt. A March which was to stop the
   city  from  governing  or moving.  A  March  which was to prevent airplanes
   from  flying  and cars from moving,  as bodies would be laid on runways and
   freeways.  A March which was to  present  thousands  and  tens of thousands
   and  hundreds  of  thousands  of  angry,  I-don't-give-a-damn-any-more-I'm-
   tired-of-this-crap   black   folks  !  This   was  the  head  wind  of  the
   black  revolution.  Of  all the nationally known  leaders,  only  Malcolm  X
   supported this mass wave of black protest, this militancy, this defiance.

          Seeing   what  was  happening  and getting scared, then President,
   John  Kennedy   called   into  his office Martin King and the Big Six Negro
   leaders  to   have  them call the March on Washington off. They pointed out
   to  Kennedy  that   they  couldn't  call off the March because they weren't
   themselves  even  part   of   the   March.   All   of   this  was happening
   independently  of  them,  and  beyond  their  control.  It was at that point,
   Malcolm  X  says,  that  Kennedy  decided  to  co-opt  the  March,  and  to
   place  King and the Big Six Negro leaders  in  charge of the March. He then
   paid  these  leaders  Cash--what  was then a lot of money-- to sell out the
   March on Washington.

          From    being    something   radical,   hot   and   defiant,   the
   March   on  Washington   became  something  pleasant,  cool  and  pleading.
   Malcolm X, in no uncertain terms, charged Martin King with "a sell out."

          The  particular  efforts  to  control  the  Malcolm  X movement by
   the  killers   of   Malcolm   X  are  through various related means. First,
   there's  simply   the   trivialization   and   obsfucation   of Malcolm X's
   teachings  and  meaning.  This is done by concentrating on his biography in
   such  a  way that the  prevailing notion is that Malcolm's important lesson
   is  that  Malcolm  X  educated   himself   by   reading   books,  so simple
   education  is  the  message  ! There's  also  the  rush  to  cash in on his
   image  in  a  pop culture way, so that  his  T-shirts are to be compared to
   an  Elvis  Presley or Marily Monroe T-Shirt. A fad. As shallow as a rock or
   movie star, even if enduring.

          Second,   there's   the  effort  to paint Malcolm X as just a more
   radical  version   of   the   Negro  leaders,  the  civil  rights  leaders,
   with  little  difference  in  substance. That Malcolm X was working his way
   to  becoming  a  moderate  like  King,  since  his trip to Mecca opened his
   eyes  to  the  fact  that   all   whites   weren't  devils.  The  lesson of
   Malcolm  X being one may change  from  being  hot  and angry, indeed hating
   whites  to loving whites, which  was  the  position of Martin King. Malcolm
   realized  the  error  of  his  previous   politics,  and  had seen the true
   position, which, of course, was King's.

          Third,  buttressing  what  has  actually been the whites' greatest
   and  most   successful  Con  Game, snaring nearly all concerned, blacks and
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   whites:  A   Con  Game  that has portrayed and framed the black struggle as
   being  95%  about  the  issue  of violence versus non-violence. This is how
   Martin  King  has  been  used. Supposedly, it's all about violence vs. non-
   violence.   That   Malcolm    X's   program,   which   differed  little  in
   underlying  substance  from King's,  was  meaningfully  different  only  on
   the  question  of  advocating  violence   be used against whites. While the
   Gandhi-like  King  advocated  non-violence.  This  framing  of the struggle
   by  whites has convinced most that this  has  been  the  greatest political
   and social issue facing blacks and separating Martin King from Malcolm X.

           All   lies,   distortions   and  caricatures usually contain some
   truths,  and   the   above   efforts   to   control   what  Malcolm  X  was
   about   are  no  exceptions.   Anyone  can make his own selections from the
   shifting,  changing  and   dynamic   career   of   Malcolm  X to claim what
   Malcolm  X  was about. But Malcolm  X  couldn't  have  been  about,  or his
   meaning  couldn't  have been about  both  what  his  killers  claim  he was
   about  and  have  spent  so  much  towards  crushing  him  and  his  memory
   versus  the  needs  of the masses of blacks.  It's  unfortunate  that  even
   among   those  who aren't the ranked hypocrits  and  pretenders,  who truly
   support  and  love  Malcolm  X  that  such  ignorance   prevails   that  no
   sensible  and  consistent  understanding  can be gained  from  them either.
   Not  even  from  his immediate family, his wife and daughters,  whose  love
   for   him  can't  be  questioned. But despite their closeness, they're very
   far from understanding Malcolm X.

          So,   lest   I   also   be   accused   of merely presenting my own
   distorted  account  of  the  True Meaning of Malcolm X, also just selecting
   out  what I want,  with  the  result having no greater entitlement to being
   accepted  as  the   True  Meaning of Malcolm X than anybody else's account,
   let  me separate myself  from  the  rest  by  presenting two criteria which
   must  prevail.  By  this   I   mean   that  this matter is not just left to
   whomever  has  an  opinion  or   two.   The  matter can be decided by using
   standards,  just as a ruler or gauge or scale is a standard used to measure
   or weigh items.

          The   reader   is   invited  to think until the next issue on what
   such  criteria should be in order to gauge The True Meaning of Malcolm X.
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                                        PART 3

                                (Printed August 13, 1993)

          In   Part   2,  the reader was left with pondering the criteria to
   use  in  gauging   the   True   Meaning   of Malcolm X, lest we become just
   putty  in  the  hands  of  not  only  blacks'  enemies  but ignoramuses and
   silly  people  as  well.   If  one were a black basketball star, a boxer or
   other  athlete, then everyone  would  consider  it  foolish to place on the
   same  level  and  weigh  with   the   same   importance   every interesting
   aspects  of  a  star's  personal biography  with  what  is the true essence
   and  meaning  of  his  stardom.  Take Mike  Tyson,  for  example.  Whatever
   traumas   he   faces  in  life,  whatever  outside  ring  shenanigans,  the
   true   meaning   of Mike Tyson is not these matters,  but  Tyson's presence
   inside  the boxing ring, the significance of which  is that he's one of the
   greatest knockout fighters in the history of the sport.

          Similarly,   with   everything   else.   So  too  it  must be with
   Malcolm  X.  Hence,   by  my  demanding  that   criteria be established is
   simply  in  keeping  with    common    sense   and   practice.  But  common
   sense   and   practice,  unfortunately,   are   not  matters one can assume
   when  it  comes  to  questions  and  answers regarding black liberation and
   black leaders.

          First,   it's   true   all   accounts   concerning   Malcolm  X or
   concerning  anybody    or   anything   else   will   be  both  a  selection
   process   and an interpretation  process.  This is why, contrary to popular
   beliefs,  there's  No    Such   Thing  as  "objective  reporting."  There's
   No   Such   Thing   as  "objective   news,"   or   "objective  history," or
   objective  anything,  really.   Just  being  able  to  see  an  object with
   the  eyes involves selecting and interpreting  the  object. Everybody won't
   see  or  interpret  the  same  object the  same.  That's one of the reasons
   many  people  need  glasses  to  see.   The  selecting   and   interpreting
   processes   are   part of the perceptual organs themselves.   This  is  not
   something  limited  to  social  and  political evaluations.

          Nevertheless,   this   doesn't   elevate   all   accounts to being
   equal  in value  and  truth.  That  there's no difference in truth value if
   different  people  see  the  same  object  as  a cow or horse or barn. That
   there's  no  difference   between  one person adding 2 plus 2 to get 4, and
   another  adding  2   plus   2  to get 6 or some other number than 4.  It is
   this   difference   in   truth   value   that   gets  the  label  of  "nominal
   objective."    What  I'm  presenting   about   Malcolm  X,  and  the  first
   part  of  any ciriteria must qualify  as  the  "nominal  objective."   That
   is,  all  that  I  write can be documented  from  verifiable  sources,  and
   will   stand  up  to  any critical scrutiny  by  any  probing  body.  Plus,
   there's   no  selected  out  facts  or  information   which  can  be  later
   presented   which   will  alter,  much less destroy--which is the case with
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   all  other selections and interpretations--what is being presented here.

          Second,   the   real   heart  of the criteria lies  here: the true
   meaning  of  Malcolm  X does not rest solely and simply with what Malcolm X
   happened  at   any  given  time  to  have  personally believed or done, nor
   speculations  as  to   what   Malcolm X might have done or become. Although
   these  matters  can't  be   ignored,   nevertheless,   the  true meaning of
   Malcolm  X  is  much  greater  than   Malcolm   X's   personal   biography.
   Otherwise,   there  could  be little meaning or purpose in seeing Malcolm X
   as a black political leader.

          Given    the   shallowness   of   pop   culture,   this  fact  can
   not   be overstated.  Malcolm  X  was not a rock or movie star. Malcolm X's
   fame  and  stardom   come   from  the power he put into his program for the
   liberation  of  black   people.   As   such,  the basis for any nominally
   objective   selection   and  interpretation,  MUST be based first, foremost
   and    always   upon   the  political  "vector"  (arrow)  which  Malcolm  X
   incarnated   and   from  which  he  drew  his  strength  and power. This is
   Malcolm  X's   'boxing   ring,'   or   'basketball  court.'  This political
   vector  did  not begin  with  Malcolm  X nor did it end with him. A nornal vector
   (mathematically   defined   as a straight line with a direction) requires at
   least two points. Malcolm X was only one point.

          Therefore,    every   attempt   to  pontificate  about  Malcolm  X
   which  glaringly   neglects  this  reality is like trying to read a map, or
   pilot  a ship  or  plane  with  no axes or coordinates. In mathematics, you
   can  only define  something  by  reference  to  its  coordinates or system;  and
much of  higher  mathematics   exists   in   virtue  of  presenting  and working
   with different types of coordinate or reference systems.

          Malcolm   X's  political  vector  was  NOT  simply  black  freedom
   fighter,  at  one   with   Martin  King  and  the  Negro  leaders.  This is
   the  astonishing  ignorance,    and   dull   lazy-mindedness   fostered  by
   the    black    masses'    enemies.   Malcolm   X   was   the   expression,
   continuation  and  direction of a line  of  political  thought  and  effort
   which   have   been   characterized   as  black   nationalism.   This   was
   Malcolm's   political   vector.  Malcolm's  own point  on the political map
   must  form  a  straight  line  with  the  point  of  the  other great black
   nationalist leader of this century, Marcus Garvey.

          Malcolm   X  himself  even  after  his split with Elijah Muhammad,
   even  after  his  trip to Mecca, and right up to the platform and podium at
   which  he   was   gunned down defined himself still as a black nationalist.
   The  very  purpose   of  Malcolm  X's  speech  that  very  last  day was to
   elaborate   and  move  on   his   black   nationalist   program   for   the
   liberation  of  black people. There's  no  way   Martin  King and the Negro
   leaders  who  opposed  Malcolm  X  would  have  defined themselves as black
   nationalists.

          Failure   to   understand   this  capital  distinction NECESSARILY
   means to fail to understand The True Meaning of Malcolm X.
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          For   many readers who have read the previous two articles, it may
   have  come   as  a great surprise and dismay to learn that Martin King  was
   accused  by   Malcolm  X  of  being  "a  sell out," --Malcolm's words-- and
   being   a  Negro  who   was   used   and  paid  by whites to stop the black
   revolution.  It came as unwelcomed  information  that  Malcolm  X  and King
   were  not  just  two  black  freedom   fighters,  both on the same path. It
   wasn't  exactly  appreciated  to  see   published  the  fact that the Negro
   leaders   secretly  cheered  Malcolm's  assassination.   That   there   was
   great    enmity    between   Malcolm  X  and  the  official,   white-supported
   Negro  leaders  is  something  they  wish not be publicized.

          But   this   is   the  truth  as the documents of that period will
   prove.  I  myself   know   because  I was there. I served as a bodyguard of
   Malcolm  X  on four  separate  occasions when he came on visits to Detroit,
   although  I  was  just   a  teenager  and  could only offer my life to save
   his.  Like  any good soldier,  to  save  his  general.  I also was involved
   in  the  politics,  and  knew  the  discussions,  and  lived  with  the man
   who  edited  and  saw  to  it  Malcolm  X's  Autobiography  was  published,
   and   who   published  the first selection  of  Malcolm X's speeches, based
   upon  the  tapes  that  were made of Malcolm's  speeches, and who published
   perhaps the first political analysis of Malcolm's last year.

           The   reason   Malcolm  X,  as  stated  in the first article, was
   personally  hated   by   the  Negro  leaders  is not only because Malcolm X
   had  a radical black  nationalist  agenda  for  the  liberation  of blacks,
   while  they  had  something   quite  different,  although  this  difference
   was  sufficient  for enmity   between  Malcolm  X  and  them.  Their  animus
   was  so great because Malcolm  X's  missiles were fired not just at whites,
   as  many  presently  are  led   to  believe,  but Malcolm X fired nearly as
   many  on  them,  the  quisling Negro leaders. They were Malcolm's targets as
   well.

           Malcolm   X  was  not  of  the  mode  or  belief  of  the present
   Negro  leadership,   where   every  one  is  covering  for  the other. What
   distinguished  Malcolm   X personally from every other national leader, and
   this  difference eventually  would include Elijah Muhammad and those in the
   Nation  of  Islam,  a   difference  which  would  eventually  push  Malcolm
   outside  of  the  Black  Muslims'  organization,  is that Malcolm X was the
   ONLY  national  leader  who was  GENUINELY  concerned,  100 % committed and
believing in the liberation of black people !  The ONLY one.

          The   other   Negro   religious   and  political  leaders had only
   various  degrees   of   commitment.   This  commitment  ranged  from  none,
   absolutely  zero with  no  pretence  whatsoever,  to perhaps 40 % or 50% or
   even  60%  to  70%,  absolute  tops  !   By  contrast,  Malcolm X was 100 %
   committed to blacks' liberation.

        How  does  one  measure  this  difference ?  By rhetoric ? By how many
   hours   one   puts   in  at  the  office  and years of involvement ? By the
   number  of    speeches    one    makes   ?  By  one's  writings  ?  By  the
   number   of  demonstrations   organized   and  attended  ?  By  the  number
   of followers, admirers and believers one  has ?
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      These  matters  indeed  are  important  and necessary gauges, but they
   really   just   measure   one's   involvement. Not one's commitment. All of
   the  Negro   leaders  could  point to having paid their dues in most of the
   above  areas.   So   could   Malcolm   X.   Yet,   there  was a fundamental
   difference in commitment.

      This  difference  in commitment is measured by nothing less than one's
   attitude towards -- THE MONEY !!!

      Malcolm  X,  castigating  the  blacks said, "When they (the white man)
   drop   them   dollars   on   the  Negro,  his  very  soul  goes." People in
   general,  but   blacks   in  particular,  have  proven to be very weak when
   faced  with  the  money   from   the  enemy or from any other source. Thus,
   Martin  King  is  to  be  praised  and congratulated for separating himself
   from  most  of  the  Southern  Negro   religious   ministers  who'd  wanted
   nothing  to  do  with  upsetting  the  racist   social  arrangements.  They
   were    being    well   paid  by  their  black  church   constituents.   In
   addition,   they  had  an  extra  supply  of  sex from many  of  the women
   members;  they  ate  all  they wanted, drove Cadillacs, and they  held  the
   respect   of  the  community.  Their  commitment  to  black liberation  was
   absolutely  zero. Many in fact were called upon by whites to openly  oppose
   King  and the other civil rights marchers when they came into or near their
   areas, "upsetting" their black constituents.

          From  this level of zero commitment to black liberation because of
   the  money   and  creature  comforts  these  ministers were receiving, plus
   their  fears  of  bodily  harm  including  death  by  whites,  step by step
   like  a pyramid,  the  various levels of black commitment were displayed by
   various  leaders   and   followers.   What  forced  the  movement  onto the
   leaders  and  created   new   leaders   who expressed these momenta was an
   intangible  force  that   was   triggering  the masses, breaking out like a
   disease,  first  here,  then   there,  bobbing  like  toboggans,  but  more
   and   more  defining  waves,  connecting   waves,   irrepressible   surges,
   social  and  political  storms  and  cracks,   which   threatened  to reach
   hurricane  scale  and  earthquake.  It  was  the   masses  of blacks moving
   forward,  bent on social and political changes. Bent on liberation. But how
   were these blacks to be channelled ?

          Knowing  that  the  road King channelled this outburst vs. the road Malcolm
   X channelled it  were two  roads which  did  not  both  lead to  Rome explains both
the present black masses' predicament and The True Meaning of Malcolm X.
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                                        PART 4

                                (Printed September 3, 1993)

           In   Part   3,   we  established  the criteria by which Malcolm X
   must  be  measured,   which  is  comparable  to  how one measures a star in
   any  arena,  that   is,   in  the actual arena in which that star performs.
   Therefore,  many  personal   details  of Malcolm X's life can't take on the
   same  dimensions  of scale  or importance than the arena in which Malcolm X
   fought.  For  example,  the   fact that Malcolm X changed from being a pimp
   and  hustler  to  a freedom fighter  is  of  course  interesting but hardly
   the  central issue. The fact that Malcolm X was self-educated is admirable,
   but not his True Meaning.

           Nor   is   the  fact  that  Malcolm  X was for black liberation a
   sufficient  criterion   for locating and defining Malcolm X's arena, simply
   because  he'd  not  have  had  the same line up of political forces against
   him  as  he  did.  True,   Martin  King  had  openly  white racists against
   him,  but  he  had  the  greatest  support  and payments from other whites.
   Martin  King  received  the  Nobel   Prize  because of this white and broad
   political  support,  and  later,  virtual   apotheosis   after   his death,  because
of this broad white support. By  contrast Malcolm X was loathed by and  received
imprecations  from nearly all  the  political  forces, black and  white,  left  and
right, and was hoped to  be  buried  for  good,  not only his body, but his memory and
agenda as well.

       This   criteria   is  that  Malcolm X was a black nationalist. Martin
   King  and   the   Negro   leaders   weren't.  Programmatically,  this meant
   important  differences   between   Malcolm   X  and  Martin King in breadth
   and  depth  and political  allegiances. Moreover, these differences are not
   simply abstract and  intellectual  and  of  no  substantial  consequences--
   except,  as  the programming  goes,  on  the  question of violence vs. non-
   violence.  The end results  of King's programs, insights and understandings
   are  with  us  today:  The   mass   murders   of   blacks  on  blacks,  the
   overcrowded  prisons,  the  drug  addictions,   the  drop  out  rates,  the
   teenage   pregnancies,   the   high  unemployment,  the  homelessness,  the
   mean   streets,   the dependencies on government  programs,  etc.  etc. are
   all  the  legacies  of  King.  Malcolm  X's  program  was  designed to give
   different results.

          Again,   it  will shock many readers to see any connection between
   these  ill  social  conditions  facing  the black masses and the triumph of
   Martin  King's   program  vis-a-vis  the  failure  of Malcolm X to have his
   chance.  Yet,  as  I  began  these  series I pointed out that the images of
   Malcolm  X  have  come   up   from   the   masses   of   blacks,   and that
   Malcolm's  name  and  image  represent   an   implicit,  although not fully
   conscious,  rejection of Martin King and the Negro leadership who represent
   and enforce King's legacies.

          I   will  return  to  this  matter  in  subsequent articles. But I
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   must  continue   to   explain   the   other   point  presented  in the last
   article:  the  100%   commitment   in blacks' liberation as was Malcolm X's
   versus  something  much  less  by others, although in varying degrees, from
   a  commitment  level  of   absolute zero to a high of 50% by some to a rare
   few  who  had  as much as a  70%  commitment.  I  offered the criterion for
   measuring  this  difference being  in  one's  attitude  towards  the MONEY.
   The  weakness  of  blacks  was not  only  in  the  fear  of physical bodily
   harm,  but psychologically more prevailing  for most was the chance to make
   or  lose  money.  I  stated this is what eventually forced Malcolm X out of
   the Nation of Islam.

          Where  I  left  the  reader was the appearance of a "breaking down
   the  racist   barriers"   mass  movement  by  blacks, who were staging many
   different   demonstrations    and  protests  and   forming  many  different
   organizations  with  many   different   programs   and points of view. Most
   importantly, this was a black movement the white man could not stop.

          But  why  couldn't  the  white  man stop it ? Why couldn't he just
   gun  down   the  blacks,  like  the  South  African government did to black
   protestors in the Sharpsville massacre of 1959 ?

          Now,   I  must give an analysis and understanding of which a large
   part  was   understood   in  some  fashion  or  another  by  Malcolm  X and
   what  he represented  but  which was virtually a complete blank with Martin
   King  and  what   he  represented. And since the King forces have won, this
   analysis   and   understanding    will    be    something    entirely   and
   explosively  new to  most readers.  By  the  way,  it's  never  been in the
   interest  of  whites  to  let blacks  have  this  understanding,  which  is
   another  component  to  why  the  blacks' oppressors threw their support to
   Martin King.

           To   preface   this   analysis   I  must  point out a FUNDAMENTAL
   difference  from    the    very   beginning  between  Malcolm  X's  overall
   analysis   and  perception   of   events   versus  Martin King's. A difference
   which  very  few  have  recognized   or  understood,  but  which was at the
   very  center  of Malcolm's political  agenda,  and which easily and quickly
   explains  his  actions  after he left the Nation of Islam, as brief as that
   one last year was.

           FUNDAMENTALLY,   Malcolm   X   viewed  and  understood  the black
   revolution  as  only  a  part  and  parcel  of  the  WORLD WIDE revolutions
   against  the  oppression   of   non-whites  by  whites. Malcolm X, from the
   very  beginning,  had   an   international   perspective   and   identified
   himself  and  blacks  in  America   with   a  struggle against a worldwide
   white   oppressive   system.  He  identified   and   linked   the   African
   American  revolt  as just the national part  of   the  worldwide  revolts
   and  struggles  by  all  non-whites  in  the  world   against   white  rule
   around   the   world.  Malcolm  X  aligned  American blacks  against  these
   European   and   American   white  systems.  These other peoples were to be
   allies and sources of support for blacks in America.

          On  the  other  hand,  Martin  King and the Negro leaders only saw
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   the  Negro   revolt   as   purely   an   American   issue. King limited the
   vision  and  meaning   of   the black revolt, even as he limited and gutted
   it.   Naturally,  the   blacks'   oppressors   never   wanted   blacks   to
   identify    or   see   their   struggles   as   part  and  parcel  of  this
   international  struggle  against  white  oppressive  rule,  from  the  rank
   colonizations   in  Africa,  Asia  and  Latin  America   to  the  de  facto
   colonization  of  blacks  in  America.  The  King  forces even  today  have
   restricted   the   American   black  revolt  and civil rights struggles  to
   being  viewed  in an isolated way, to being viewed simply as a continuation
   of American history, with no international connections.

          This   difference  in  perspective can be seen in Malcolm X's very
   early,  and   from   the   very  beginning,  unambiguous,  quick and strong
   opposition  to the  white,  racist,  colonialist  war  in  Vietnam  and his
   support  of the Vietnamese  "rice  eaters," fighting against white American
   military  power,  even    before   Vietnam   had   become  the  trauma  and
   political   issue   it  eventually  became.  On the other hand, while King,
   after  the assassination of  Malcolm X, eventually came out against the war
   in  Vietnam-- and this is to  his  credit--  it  was  a  tortuous  decision
   which  he  was  dragged into because  Vietnam  became  more  and  more  the
   overwhelming  American  issue.  King's   timid   opposition  seemed  to  be
   dependent   more  on  balancing  and  weighing  what  the  responses  would
   be,   and  what  would  return  him  to  the  spotlight   than   any   real
   political   principle  or  comprehension.  Even  so, King's  opposition  to
   the   Vietnam   war  cost  him the support of many, Negroes  and  whites.
   By   contrast,  because of his clear anti-colonialism stance,  Malcolm  X's
   DESIRE  FOR AMERICA'S MILITARY DEFEAT IN VIETNAM never lost him any support from his
supporters and admirers.

          With   this  preface,  we  can  answer  the previous question: The
   Americans  were   checked  from  using  the  excessive violence against the
   black  revolt  as  witnessed   e.g.   against   the    African   liberation
   movements  or  the  Asian iberation  movements  like  Vietnam  because  the
   USA   was  in  a  different  objective  position  than  these  other  white
   powers.  I  don't mean by this that  there's  a  Constitution.  The  whites
   had   trampled   on  and  held  no respect for the Constitution for decades
   when it came to black rights.

          Nor   do   I mean that the Americans had some moral qualms against
   using  violence   against freedom fighters. This was being disproven by the
   Vietnam War.  As  a  matter  of fact, the USA has NEVER supported any anti-
   colonial  movement   by   non-white   peoples. Just the contrary: They have
   supported   in   weapons,    money,    logistics,   intelligence,  military
   personnel  and  soldiers  the   killings   and   massacres by all the white
   European oppressors of black and non-white peoples.

          So  what  was  it that checked white American power, a power which
   had  previously   exterminated   millions  of  Native  Americans,  and  was
   involved  in  the  extermination  of  tens  of  millions of Africans in the
   slave  trade  ?  What   caused   them,  instead  of  gunning down the black
   demonstrators,  to  opt  to  pay  to control this revolt ? To choose Martin
   King for this ?
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          The    answer    to   this   question  is  part  of  understanding
   this   international   perspective   which   is   a   necessary   part   to
   understanding  The True Meaning of Malcolm X.
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                                        PART 5

                                (Printed September 17, 1993)

          In   Part  4,  I  have  continued  the analysis that to understand
   what   Malcolm   X   was   about it is absolutely necessary to place him in
   his  right  political   reference  frame,  or  coordinates.  This was black
   nationalism.  Something   not  at  all espoused, indeed, was spoken against
   by  Martin  King and  the  Negro  civil  rights  leaders, all of whom were,
   most  relevantly, distinguished  from  Malcolm  X by the fact they were all
   being  paid  for by the blacks' enemies, the white power structure. Malcolm
   X was not.

          Malcolm   X's   black nationalist perspective made him take as the
   field  of   his   action   the   international   arena  versus  the  purely
   national   or   American    perspective    of    Martin   King.  That  this
   international   perspective   stemmed    most    naturally   from  a  black
   nationalist  position can be seen with that  other  great black nationalist
   leader  of  this  century, Marcus Garvey, whose  program for the liberation
   of  blacks  50  years  earlier to Malcolm was entirely  international.  And
   before  Garvey,  last  century,  Martin  Delany. All  of  whom  held  that
   blacks   in   America  must identify themselves as Africans,  with  African
   liberation  as  an  important part of their platform. But these discussions
   we can't enter into here.

          Malcolm  X  identified  and saw as the African American allies all
   the  non-white   peoples  in the world struggling against white oppression.
   As  an  example  of  this focus, Malcolm X frequently made allusions to the
   Bandung  Conference  of  1954.  The  Bandung  Conference was a gathering by
   all  non-white   peoples   from   around   the   globe   to   discuss   the
   questions    and  strategies  of  their  liberations.  They  kept the white
   man  out, and they began  to  see  that they all faced  common problems and
   a  common  enemy.  To  wit:  the  white  man's  oppressive and exploitative
   system.

         The   question  the reader was left with was the question why is it
   that  racist   America   did  not  respond  to  African  Americans in their
   revolts  like  the   whites,   e.g.   in  South  Africa  responded  to  the
   protests  of  their  blacks?   Why  didn't  the  whites just gun the blacks
   down  ?  The  myth  which  has   been   offered  is  that  the  whites were
   overwhelmed  by the  higher moral efforts,  magnetism and appeals of Martin
   King, who was America's answer to Gandhi.

           In   truth,   the   answer  is  dramatically different, and it is
   just  in this  international  field  where  this truth is to be found. This
   truth  is  something   the   King  followers  want no part of since they've
   been  paid  to  support   a   completely  bogus  myth,  viz. the King myth.
   They've  been paid billions  to  foster a purely American protest movement,
   where  the  barriers supposedly fell before the moral, non-violent protests
   of Martin King.
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           That    King's  non-violent  successes  were  entirely  based  on
   this  international   situation   in   which  the  USA  found  itself,  and
   represented  a  gutting   of   the   black  revolution are matters which no
   official  histories,  books  or  commentators  dare  suggest.  Nor the fact
   that  King  wasn't  even  necessary   for   these   successes,  unlike with
   Malcolm  X  for  the success of the  black  revolution.  If  there  were no
   King,  this  level  of  success  was  assured   because   there  were  many
   others  vying to be the top leader, the movement  couldn't  be stopped, and
   the  whites  were paying. King's position came  in  virtue  of  the  whites
   choosing  and banking on him. Unlike what happened  to  Malcolm X after his
   death,  after  King's  assassination, King's followers  continued  and  the
   civil  rights movement chalked up even more and greater gains.

           This  is  an  example  of  what  I meant in the second article of
   this  series   when   I   stated  "there's  No  Such Thing as an 'objective
   history.'  "  The  official  histories  and  accounts  may  offer true film
   clippings  and reports  of demonstrations and legislations passed. But they
   have  "selected  (in  and  out)  and  interpreted" these documents to prove
   their  case.   One  can   prove   almost   anything  by  careful selecting,
   editing  and  interpreting  the   documents,  even  without  all  the lies,
   distortions    and    deceit   which  always   accompany   such   "histories."
   Voltaire   once   cleverly  remarked, "History is just those tricks we play
   on the dead."

           I   also   mentioned   in   that   second   article when defining
   "nominally  objective,"   that   in  what  I  present  about  Malcolm X--my
   selection   and   interpretation    processes--    no    new    facts    or
   information   can  ever  be presented  which  would materially alter what I
   have  to  present  as  the  true  meaning    of   Malcolm   X.  Further  to
   this,   I   stated,  in  all  other interpretations  and  selections,  this
   would     not     be     the   case.   The  King  forces'    selections    and
   interpretations    are    destroyed   when  this international situation is
   brought to bear.

           However,   to   be   sure   of  ourselves,  it should be clear to
   everyone  except   to  the  truly historically and politically ignorant and
   naive,  the white  man  simply  could  not  have been that impressed either
   with  Martin  King,   his   demonstrations,  his  speeches, his person, his
   message,  or  his moral  appeal. This is nuts ! In the history of this long
   world,  social  and  political   power   has   never   given   in  to  such
   puffery,   Mahatma  Gandhi notwithstanding.  The  British,  while certainly
   more  impressed  with  Gandhi  as   a   person  than ever could be afforded
   Martin  King,  nevertheless, their relinguishing  of India had little to do
   with  being  impressed  with  Gandhi's  non-violence   tactics.  Naturally,
   this   is   not  the space to argue such a point.  Nevertheless,  I  should
   point  out  that  Gandhi's Hindu principle of ahimsa  (non-injury)  was not
   all  the  principle  --something  which  doesn't  change--   as   has  been
   proffered.   As  a matter of fact, Gandhi cut a deal with  the  British  to
   use   Indian   forces   in   the  British's  very violent campaign  against
   its   enemy,   Hitler.   (Furthermore,   Ghandhi  was  a  lover  of  Krishna's
   Bhagavad-Gita,   the  most  famous of Hindu texts, which argues FOR the use
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   of violence in repelling evil.)

           All   of King's appeals, speeches, points of view, the whites had
   heard  many   times  before.  Nor  did King invent the non-violent protests
   used  by blacks.  And  I've  indicated  the American whites' past, and then
   present. Therefore, common logic alone demands another explanation.

           For   the  record,  here was Malcolm X's understanding before his
   split  from   the  Nation of Islam: Malcolm X believed what Elijah Muhammad
   had  told him.  Namely,  that  the  white  man  was  an evil invention by a
   mad  black  scientist   named Yakub, who, experimenting with skin graftings
   and  biology,  in   a  Dr. Frankenstein sort of fashion, created this moral
   monster,  who  was  a   devil:  the  white man. That the white man had been
   given  6,000 years to rule  by  Allah.  Now,  having  had full reign to his
   madness,  where  he  had  raped,   plundered,  massacred  and  exterminated
   countless  millions  of  non-white  peoples,  the  white man's 6,000  years
   were  drawing to a close. His time  was  up.  The rise of non-white peoples
   was  sponsored  by  divine  fiat.  The  white  man's ruin was imminent. The
   blacks' time for liberation was at hand.

          I'll   call   this   belief   the  Yakub  fable.  Lest  one thinks
   less  of  Malcolm   X   or   wishes   to  patronize  his  intelligence  for
   swallowing   such   a   fable,   it   should   be  pointed  out--  to  many
   unsuspecting  readers'  shock  --  that   many   intelligent  and  educated
   people   today still believe in such fables  as  Adam  and  Eve and talking
   serpents;  of  Noah's  Ark  and  whatnot.  These  are  fables,  not  truth,
   not   history.  People's  sole  reason for believing  in  these  fables  is
   because  some  spiritual authority said this was  true,  information  which
   claims   to  come  from  God.  Elijah  Muhammad  was  Malcolm's   spiritual
   authority,  and  Muhammad  claimed  to  have  received this Yakub knowledge
   directly from Allah, who appeared to Elijah in Person.

          At   that   time,   I   was   a   Marxist  and  atheist of a black
   nationalist  bent,   and   although   I   was   just   a   teenager   I was
   respected  as  a  young  theoretician   by   my  political  mentor and some
   others.  (E.g.  at 18, after Malcolm's  assassination,  I  self-published  my  first
   book.   Using  the theoretical tool   of   Marx's   historical  materialist
   dialectics,   I   analyzed   and  explained   the  history  and  meaning of
   Chinese  philosophy  and  sages  from  Confucius  to Mao Tse-tung.) Here is
   what  I  and  many  black  nationalists  and some radicals believed at that
   time:

       After   World   War   II,  the  Americans  became the de facto rulers
   and  leaders   of   the  non-communist  white, capitalist worlds. The white
   worlds   were    built   since  Columbus  on  the  murder,   extermination,
   enslavement,  land  grab,  colonization  and exploitation of the raw goods,
   materials  and  labor  of  blacks and other non-white peoples. This was the
   material  basis  for  the  development  of  the  modern Western, capitalist
   world.

          The  major  wars  of this century involving America, World Wars I,
   II,  Korea,   and  Vietnam  were capitalist and colonialist wars. World War
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   I  was  at   its   seat  a  squabble  by  various  European powers over the
   spoils  of  African   and   Third   World  colonizations.  Since  countries
   like   Germany  developed   late,   and   given   that  the  Western  world
   was   built   on  and  sustained   by   having  people  to exploit, but  because the
   favorable  territories  were already  spoken  for, the same logic prevailed  upon
the European powers as  amongst  upstart  gangsters  who  fought    the  established
bosses  over   territories   to   sell   their  bootlegged  liquor.  Indeed,  Lenin
saw    all    the    capitalist  countries  in  exactly  that  description:
international gangsters.

           World  War  II  was  a continuation of WW I, as agreed by all. In
   this  case,  Hitler  attempted  to  break  the  stranglehold the allies had
   dealt  Germany   in  the  first  World War. Japan changed sides in this War
   and  was  active   in   grabbing   territories  of  the Far East, including
   taking  Vietnam  (Indochina)   from   the  French.  The  reason,  in  fact,
   Japan  bombed  Pearl  Harbor   had   to   do  with securing its Pacific oil
   supplies, which the U.S. was continually threatening.

          The   results of WW II were such that the European colonial powers
   were  broken.   Only   the   United   States   stood   in  the  path of the
   international  communist   onslaught.  No  other  world  power  could  stop
   this  communist thrust.  The  great albatross for America was the fact that
   the  communists'  great  appeal  to the Third World was the fact that their
   history   was  clean  of   racist   and   colonial   oppression;   whereas,
   America   and  the  European  powers  were  clearly the guilty parties. The
   enemies  of  non-whites.  Within this  context, it was the communist forces
   which  supported  all  the  African,  Asian,   Latin  American  and  global
   struggles  against  the  European and American white powers.

          The   one   chance   the  West  had,  in  the powerfully important
   War  of  Propaganda,    was  to  convince  the  Third  World  that  America
   actually  represented    for    them   liberty  and  freedom,  whereas  the
   communists  represented   oppression   and  political  slavery.  But  there
   rang   a loud hollowness  in  this.  The  first African country to gain its
   independence,  Ghana   in   1954  was  led by Nkrumah a Marxist. Around the
   world,  Marxist  and  anti-colonialist   styled   revolutions   were taking
   hold.  The  greatest  fear,  because   of   its   closeness   to the United
   States,  was  the Cuban revolution which  turned  Marxist.  But  throughout
   the   world,  in  jungles around the globe,  there  were  these  real  life
   and  death  struggles  over  capitalism versus  communism.  The  trip  wire
   in   all   of   these  wars  was the  anti-colonialist   and  anti-racist
   struggles   being  waged  by non-white peoples. Most  of  the world is non-
   white,  and  their  resources  are  needed to run and maintain  the  West's
   economic engines, life support systems and standards of living.

           For  the  United  States to fire on the blacks, given her special
   role  in   this  international struggle, meant to lose EVERYTHING. It meant
   losing  the   Propaganda   War.   It   meant  that  the black revolt, which
   couldn't  be stopped,  ran the risk of becoming a mass movement susceptible
   to  communist  influence   and  takeover.  It  risked  pushing America over
   the  brink,  with  civil   war   breaking   out,  where  the  international
   communist  movement would take  a  strong  seat, clutching inside the belly
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   of  the  beast a long knife which  would  cut out from the inside America's
   heart  and capacity. America would  have  a "fifth column" and be forced to
   wage  a  two front war against the  communists  to a much greater, galactic
   extent  than  was  the  case. This at  a  time  when  America  and European
   colonialists  appeared  to  be  losing  anyway.   Consequences   could   be
   America   lost   all   pretences  to being a democratic  society,  as  open
   repression   and  political  murder  became the rule, leading possibly to a
   fascist dictatorship or communist victory.

          This  is  why Martin King was used and paid to control and channel
   the  black   revolution into the Negro revolution. This was the white man's
   fear.  All   this   King   nonsense  when viewed by these facts exposes the
   King  myth  for   what  it  is:  something  paid  for by blacks' oppressors
   and given to ignorant people all too ready to be bought off.

           Understanding   this   Marxist   analysis,   (I'm   presently  no
   longer  a Marxist  and  haven't  been  one  for nearly 20 years, and I will
   present  a  third  analysis  in  the following article), and seeing how the
   Yakub  fable  which   projected  the  end  of white rule converged with the
   Marxist  theory  which    projected   the   end   of  capitalist  rule  are
   major   clues  to understanding why he was gunned down and The True Meaning
   of Malcolm X.
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                                        PART 6

                                (Printed October 1, 1993)

          In   the   last   article  I  showed  how the black nationalism of
   Malcolm  X  placed   his conception of the African American struggle within the
   context  of  a  worldwide  struggle  being  waged  by  all  non-whites,
   which   differed  significantly  from  King  and the Negro leaders who even
   today  portray  the  struggles   during  the  sixties as solely an American
   struggle,  which  saw  the emergence  and  magnificent  triumph  of  Martin
   King,  who won over America because of his emphasis on love and non-violent
   demonstrations (sic).

          In   fact,   we  saw  that what moved the white power structure to
   support  King   was   this  international struggle being waged by the worldwide
anti-colonial   and  communist  movements.  One of the many important
   failures  of  analyses   by   those  writing  on  the  black  struggle  has
   been   a   glaring   disregard     for     this   worldwide   international
   struggle,   and   how   this  positively   impacted   and   underwrote  the
   blacks'   struggle   in  America. Everything has been put into supporting a
   national myth. The myth of King.

          Because   of  this  failure,  there's a lack of real comprehension
   that  the   black  revolt  contained at least two struggles being fought in
   America.  One   was   the  more  obvious  struggle  against laws permitting
   segregation  and  discrimination  against  African  Americans, the struggle
   which  Martin King represented.  The  other  was   a  much deeper struggle,
   which  included  but  went  far  beyond the struggle King represented. This
   second   struggle  was  a  fight  for  true  black  liberation  because  it
   directly  related  to  blacks'  economic  and political freedom from whites,
   and this struggle was represented by Malcolm X.

          The   first   struggle  confronted  two  different  white American
   power  groups   in   opposition   to each other because of their respective
   different  interests.   This   white  power  versus  white  power  conflict
   was   on  the  surface  and  out  in  the open, because it was one group of
   whites  who  was  paying  King  and  the  Negro  leaders to fight the other
   white  group.  This  opposition   between   the   two   white   powers  was
   symbolized  best  during  the sixties  when  Governor  George Wallace stood
   in  the  doorway  of  the  state's  university   to  block  Kennedy's court
   orders   to   desegregate.  But  there  had  been   a   series   of   other
   confrontations  beginning  with  the  Supreme Court decision   in  1954  to
   desegregate   public   schools.    The   fifties    saw Eisenhower call out
   federal troops to Little Rock, Arkansas.

          This   conflict  between  the  two white power structures was in a
   mini  way  a  reprise of the conflict between the interests of the same two
   white  power   groups   in  the  American  Civil War. In the last century a
   conflict   between    the  Northern  "Big  Boys'"  interests,  representing
   manufacturing  and  financed   capital  versus the smaller and more limited
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   Southern,  plantation  capital's   interests.  The  black  slaves were  the
   center  of  this  conflict  of  interests.  The  Northern  "Big  Boys"  had
   no   need   of  slave  labor,  and,  indeed,   saw  this  anachronism as an
   impediment  to  industrial  and  more  and more  technological  capitalism.
   The   Civil   War  resulted. It never was "a moral issue." It was a Capital
   issue.

          The   Northern  "Big  Boys,"  whose political figureheads were the
   radical  Republicans   defeated   the   South,  freed the slaves, installed
   blacks   into   power,    and    protected    them   with  federal  troops.
   Constitutional  Amendments  and   other   laws   were   passed   to  assure
   blacks   their   rights  and  legal incorporation  into  American  society.
   This  eleven  year period has been called "Black Reconstruction."

          Then   blacks   were  betrayed in 1877 by this same Northern power
   group  once   they   got  what they really wanted (like,"thank you ma'am"):
   the  free  flow   of   capital  on  the  basis  of  free,  not slave labor.
   The  military  protection   to  blacks  was withdrawn, and the deal reached
   with  the Southern power  was  that the Northern "Big Boys" would no longer
   interfere  with  the  South   and   would  renege  on  their  commitment to
   support   Constitutional  rights   for   blacks.  The  Southern white power
   structures  were  free,  under  the   banner  of  "States' rights," to deal
   with  "their  niggers"  as  they saw fit.  The  agreement  was  there'd  be
   no   interference   from   this  bigger  Northern   white   power   in  the
   South's    campaigns    and   laws   of  terrorism,  political   defanging,
   humiliation  and de facto economic re-enslavement of blacks.

          But   because  of  this  new international situation, the Northern
   "Big  Boys"   had   new  interests.  They,  in  turn,  according  to  these
   interests,  had  to   renege   on   their   previous   agreement   with the
   Southern  white  powers.  (Depending   as  their  interests  shifted,  they
   double-crossed  both  sides,  blacks   and   whites.)   The  Northern  "Big
   Boys'"   interests   concerned  international   capital   and   the  newest
   technologies,  global  power,  foreign  countries,   market  places,  world
   class    military    power,    life   and   death   struggles    eventually
   implicating   every   person   on   this   planet.  These   struggles  came
   home   in   focus   up close with the Cuban Missile Crisis. Here the   several
   dimensions   of   Third   World,   anti-colonialism  and  anti-imperialism,
   communist  revolution,  the  shores  of America, internal radical political
   formations   and oppositions, American military power and nuclear holocaust
   all converged.

          By   comparison,   the   Southern   white   power   interests   in
   oppressing  blacks   were,   at   bottom,    uneconomic  or only marginally
   economic.  Their  demands   were   parochial,   mean   spirited,   and just
   egotistical:  a  need  to  feel   superior   and  have society support this
   superiority  feeling  by  having  the   legal  and  social  right  to treat
   black  folks  like  human  dogs  !  This  Northern   "Big   Boys' " interest
   therefore  turned against the Southern white power  structures  for reasons
   given.  While every tale and theory have been advanced  as to why President
   Kennedy  was  assassinated,  one that hasn't been advanced,  but  which  was
   undoubtedly  an  added  reason,  is a reprise of the South's reason for
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   the assassination of Lincoln.

          It   was   this same Southern white power that assassinated Martin
   King.  But   it   was   the Northern "Big Boys" who assassinated Malcolm X.
   Malcolm  X  was   assassinated  because of the second struggle being waged,
   since,  on  the  surface,   blacks   in New York  and the North already had
   many  of the rights that  King  was struggling to give blacks in the South,
   like  voting,  eating  in  public  facilities,  sitting  where they pleased
   on  public  busses,  etc.  Therefore,   there   had  to  be for a different
   reason,  reflecting  a  different  struggle, and by a different agent  that
   Malcolm X was assassinated.

          I   indicated  at  the  end  of  the previous article that I would
   provide  a  third  point  of  view,  differing  both from Elijah Muhammad's
   Yakub  fable  believed   in   by   Malcolm   X,   and   the 400 year end to
   capitalism's  theory  advanced  by  various  Marxists.  In  a  sense,  this
   view   combines   (the  truthful)   elements  of both beliefs. The merit of
   this  theory  is that it's consistent  with  all  the  facts it purports to
   explain, something neither the Yakub fable nor Marxist theory can do.

          This   theory   recognizes  the  truth of how various white powers
   since  the  appearance of Columbus exterminated, enslaved and exploited the
   lands,  and   raw   materials  of  non-white peoples. This was the material
   basis  for  the   development   of   the   Western   world.  This  analysis
   differs   from  the  Marxist   view   in   that   it   states   that   this
   activity   was  designed  and sponsored  by  the  Divine  Mind  (God).  The
   Marxists  are  atheists,  and  in their  eyes  this  development was simply
   the appearance and development of capitalism.

          On  the  other  hand,  various  blacks who also accept these facts
   but  believe  in the Divine Mind are at a loss to explain the two together.
   It's  that   old   problem that if there's a God, how can evil exist in the
   world  ? Some  religions  have  created the idea of a devil or evil source.
   But  this  doesn't   really   answer   the   question,  since  the question
   still  remains, transposed to how can a devil exist ? Further responses are
   attempted.

          The   answer   is   really  that  the  Divine Mind while itself is the Good
   allows evil to exist in the material world. I do not have the space to
   elaborate  on  this,   but  I  should remark that the Bible has God saying, "I
   create  good  and  evil."  The Divine Mind works through history.  Marx, who
   was  a  philosopher,  believed   that   nature  created  by destroying what
   came  before  it.  However one  wants  to  see  it,  as  white  devils  or a
   murderous  capitalism,  the  European   powers'  role  was  destruction  of
   all  the  old  social  orders, in order to lay the basis for new human ages
   and societies.

          This  rampage  and  destruction,  horrors  and  terrors  continued
   for  nearly   400   years,  which  engulfed all non-white peoples and their
   lands.  Many   social  formations  were  wiped out. Africans in addition to
   dying  by  the   tens  of millions in the slave trade, and enduring slavery
   on  a  larger and  more brutal scale than slavery ever before, suffered their lands
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   to  be  invaded  and   colonized  by whites. This was all the Divine Mind's
   Will.  This  was  the Divine  Mind's  way  of  tearing  down the old as the
   necessary  preludes  to  building  something  new: new human ages and human
   possibilities.

          However,   something   changed   with  the  Twentieth Century. The
   Divine Mind decided to call a halt to the white man's rampage and rule.

          Understanding   that   the  Divine  Mind  had given the whites 400
   years  to  be  destructive  and  exploitative against blacks and other non-
   whites,  but  the   Twentieth   Century  would  see  an  unrolling of their
   political  rule  over  non-whites,  because  the  whites  had  accomplished
   the  destructive  tasks assigned  to  them,  forms the background theory to
   understanding  the  major political  and  military  events of this century.
   These  major political and military  events  of  the  Twentieth Century, in
   turn,  with  this  background  theory,  explain the appearance and The True
   Meaning of Malcolm X.
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                                        PART 7

                                (Printed October 15, 1993)

          In  the  previous  article  I  pointed out that there were in fact
   two  struggles   being   waged  by  blacks,  one,  the  more  limited  one,
   which  consisted  of desegregating the South and which became symbolized by
   Martin  King.   This   struggle   was  the  Negro  revolution.  The  second
   struggle,  represented   by   Malcolm  X,  aimed for economic and political
   freedom  from  whites.  This  was  the  black  revolution. The implications
   of  this second struggle  is  what  caused  Malcolm  X's  assassins to be a
   different  white  power  group,  the Northern "Big Boys," than the Southern
   white  power  group  which  assassinated  King,  although  for certain this
   Southern  white  power  structure  could only fear and hate Malcolm X worse
   than  King.  But  King  had  the  support  and  was in the pay of Malcolm's
   assassins.

          I   also   began  a  third  conceptual  framework  to view events,
   which  differed   both  from the Yakub fable created by Elijah Muhammad and
   believed  by  Malcolm X, or the Marxist theory, which I at that time myself
   believed,  and   which   was  held  by  many serious political thinkers and
   activists.  This  theory   presents  the  notion  that  the Divine Mind was
   the  real  Mover  and  ultimate   Agent   for   the  destruction wrought by
   whites  against  blacks and other  non-whites.  That  the  purpose  was  to
   brutally  destroy  and uproot older  societies  for  the  purpose of laying
   the  foundation so newer human ages  with  newer  human possibilities could
   grow  and be built. The atheist Marxists  held this to be true as well, but
   they  didn't  believe  in  God.  The black  and  non-white  victims,  while
   for  the  most part believing in God, could never bear to face or admit the
   sure logic such a belief entailed.

           I   left   matters  by stating that this white onslaught had been
   given  a period  of  400  years,  but  the  Twentieth  Century was the time
   that  the  Divine   Mind  had  decided would see a halt and rollback to the
   white  man's  power   and  oppression  of non-whites around the world. That
   the  whites  had  achieved  the  purpose for which they'd been given divine
   power to effect.

           One  might  question  why  should one believe in a Divine Mind in
   this  history   ?   There  are  many  reasons,  including philosophical and
   factual  reasons.   But   one   of   the   more   impressive   reasons   is
   prophecies,  some  projected   hundreds   of years into the future. I don't
   mean  the  vaguenesses and   disputations   involving   Bible   prophecies.
   I   mean   people   like  Nostradamus   (1503-   1566)   who  continues  to
   astound   people  by  his predictions  of specific events occuring hundreds
   of  years  after  his  death. In  some  cases  he's even predicted specific
   events  in  specific years. But there  have been others, including prophets
   and  seers among the very people conquered  by the whites. Jomo Kenyatta in
   his  classic,  "Facing  Mount Kenya, " reports  on  a  prophet  of  his tribe,
   the  Kikuyus,  who  predicted  years in advance the appearance of the white
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   man, and stated details of some things the whites  would do, like building a
railroad, unknown and not understood by the tribesmen.

           Thus,   these   three  points of view all agree that something was
   ending  for   the  white  man.  The  Yakub  fable  held  that  Allah  would
   finally  obliterate   the  white  devils  from  the planet in an Armaggedon
   styled  finish  of  good  against  evil.  The  Marxists  whose  theoretical
   eyes   only  saw  economic   systems   held  that  the  working class would
   finally  obliterate  the devilish  capitalist  system from the planet in an
   Armaggedon  styled  social  and   political   revolution  of  good  against
   evil.  But  I  maintain that the Divine  Mind chose only to end the yoke of
   racist  and capitalist oppression by  whites  against the non-whites, which
   is  in  keeping  with  the  facts  thus  far.   To speculate what more this
   entails  is  not  in  keeping  with  our  intent in writing these series of
   articles on The True Meaning of Malcolm X.

          Previously,   in  article 5, we gave the Marxist interpretation of
   World  Wars   I  and II, Korea and Vietnam, the major wars of the Twentieth
   Century  as   they   related  to  America.  I will not here repeat what was
   stated  there. Rather  I  must  add  to the interpretation in light of this
   third point of view being offered.

          The   deeper   meaning   of  WW  I  was  actually  to  create  the
   conditions   to  bring   to   birth   the   success   of   Lenin's  Russian
   Revolution,  a  communist  revolution  which  was  IMPOSSIBLE  without that
   War.  The  reason  the  Divine  Mind  chose  this  white  communist power's
   birth  on the world stage was to later  aid  and  assist  the non-whites to
   obtain  their  liberation  from  the yoke  of  the white capitalist powers.
   The  non-whites  were simply unable on their  own  to  gain  their  freedom
   from  colonial  and  racist  rules  without  another military and political
   power to help them.

          Remember,   blacks  gained  their  freedom from slavery in America
   because  they   had   the   military  support and backing of the North. The
   North's  real interest  in  freeing  the  slaves was not morality or hating
   the  pains  and  sufferings   of   the   blacks.   They   had  dollars  and
   cents   interest  in a different  economic  system,  a  capitalism of wage
   labor.  Because  of this Northern  power,  a  conflict and war precipitated
   in  which blacks were the beneficiaries.  Conversely,  as  I've  indicated,
   when  the  blacks  lost  this  Northern   white   power  support, they were
   betrayed  to  a  terrible  enemy  who reveled in treating blacks like human
   dogs.

          If   the   Divine  Mind,  after  four centuries of building whites
   up   to   awesome   levels  of  power,  power  invested  in  knowledge  and
   intelligence,   the  military,   institutions   and   networks,   economies
   supporting  millions,  and  tremendous   amounts   of  money,  how  in  the
   blazes  could  these  non-whites  defeat   the   whites   when  these  non-
   whites   existed  still on a much lower platform  in  all  these  areas  of
   power   ?  This  could  be  accomplished if because  of seriously different
   interests  another  white  power  came  forth  to support  these  non-white
   peoples   struggling   for  their  freedoms.  This  is exactly the role the
   communists have played this century.
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          But   the   Russians   were  not by themselves capable of fighting
   all  of  the   strong   European   capitalist  powers. Therefore, WW II was
   necessary  to  bring   forth  Hitler,  whose  job  was  to  break  the legs
   of  the  European  colonial   powers.  This  is  exactly  what  Hitler did.
   Because  of  Hitler's devastations  on  Britain  and  France  as  examples,
   post   WW   II  saw the emergence  of the non-white independence movements.
   The  momentum  began  with  India   in 1947, then China in 1949 and it just
   steam rolled from country to country and from continent to continent.

          This  is  how the white racist Americans found themselves fighting
   the  Vietnamese   War.   The   French   had  been  broken  by Hitler and so
   could  no  longer   defend   their   colonial  acquisitions.  The  Japanese
   took  over  the  French's   claims   in   Indochina.   After  the  War, the
   French  believed  they  could   return   to   their  rape  and plunder. But
   because  the Divine Mind said otherwise,  the  French were defeated in this
   effort,  most notably in 1954, and  called  upon  the  US  for  help.  They
   received  this  US  help,  and  the  Americans   lied  then,  and  have not
   stopped  lying  about  their  reasons  for being  in Southeast Asia, or the
   fact  that  they  truly  lost  the Vietnam War, despite  fighting  as  hard
   as   they   could.   The  US dropped more bombs on Vietnam  than  had  been
   dropped  by  all  sides during WW II.  Or, in the history  of mankind and wars.

      Vietnam,  as  Malcolm    X    understood   it,   was   a   racist  and
   imperialist   war.   Most  importantly,   since   the   US  was the world's
   greatest   white  racist  military  power,   their   defeat   there   meant
   definitively  that the whites  no longer had  the  divine  power to oppress
   non-white  peoples  in ways they had known to  do previously. Moreover, THE
   U.S.'S  MILITARY  DEFEAT IN VIETNAM HASTENED AND ASSURED THE SUCCESS OF THE NEGRO
REVOLUTION IN AMERICA. Not King.

          It's  important  to  point  out,  as an adjunct to the above, that
   the  US's   claim   to   be   fighting communism, while true, nevertheless,
   fails  to  explain   why  they  fought so hard against communism ? What was
   so   terrible  about   communism   ?   The    whites   claimed   that   the
   communists   suppressed  freedom.   So   what   the   hell   were   racism,
   colonialism  and  imperialism,   libertinism ?? !! The suppressed
   facts  expose  this: Ho Chi Ming and every  revolutionary movement, just as
   Nelson  Mandela  pointed out about his African  Nationalist  Congress,  had
   first   asked,   begged,   pleaded   with  America   to   help   them  gain
   their    liberation    against   white,   oppressive   colonialist    rule.
   Practically  every  freedom group by non-whites around the world  requested
   this  aid.  The  Americans  NEVER aided one non-white struggle against  the
   European  powers.  Not one ! So there's a clear lie to the claim the US was
   fighting the communists for the Vietnamese's freedom.

          So,  Ho  Chi  Ming,  like  the  African freedom fighters turned to
   the  Russian    and   Chinese   communists   for   support.   Without  this
   communist  support,   which  the Divine Mind placed for the benefit of non-
   white  peoples  (and   communism's   collapse  can  be  viewed  as "mission
   accomplished"  with  no  further   purpose  for communism's existence), the
   political  maps  at  the  end  of   the Twentieth Century would look little
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   different  in  substance  from  the way  the  political  maps  looked at the
   start  of  the  Twentieth  Century.  At  the  beginning  of  this  century,
   within  the  lifetime  of many still living today,   the   white  man  from
   different   white  nations  ruled  and  had economically  colonized  either
   directly   or  indirectly  the  entire  non-white  worlds.   Such   control
   supported   a   system   of   beliefs   concerning white superiority  which
   made   a   non-white   a despised creature even in his own land. And at the
   very bottom of those despised were the blacks.

          It   was  this  larger  context  of  battle  that  Malcolm  X,  as
   I've  asserted,  was  entering  and  leading  African  Americans  with  his
   black  nationalist   program   for   black  liberation.  And  it  was  this
   fear   of  Malcolm's   entry   by   the   Northern  "Big Boys' " white power
   group that led them to murder Malcolm X.

          Nevertheless,   this   white   power   structure  had  ready black
   allies  in  the   killing   of  Malcolm  X, most notably the Black Muslims,
   members  of  whom  stalked   Malcolm  X,  and  at  least  one  of Malcolm's
   confessed  assassins  claims  to have been a member of the Nation of Islam.
   In  many  ways, Elijah Muhammad  and  the Nation of Islam bear much greater
   responsibility  for  the  murder   of   Malcolm X than do the CIA and other
   agencies  which  duped and/or paid  several  of the black assassins. I must
   close  this  part  of  the  circle  before  there is complete understanding
   concerning Malcolm's assassination.

          To   do   so,   in  the next article I must return to the issue of
   Malcolm  X's   commitment  to black liberation, a subject I first raised in
   article  3,  and   I  must  explain  the  statement  I made then  that this
   commitment  by  Malcolm   X  forced his enmity with Elijah Muhammad and the
   Nation  of  Islam,  which   eventually  forced him out. Following Malcolm's
   ouster,  objectively,  and   probably  also  consciously, the Black Muslims
   joined   forces  with  the  CIA,  FBI  and  other  white  agencies  in  the
   assassination of Malcolm X.

          The   tying   together  these  more focussed on areas is important
   for a fuller appreciation of The True Meaning of Malcolm X.
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                                        PART 8

                                (Printed October 29, 1993)

          In   the   previous   article   I  gave  the  outline  to  a third
   theory,  differing   both  from  what  Malcolm  X believed, and what I as a
   political  activist   and  theorist  believed  at the time. This theory, in
   brief,  sees  the  Divine Mind (God) as active in history, using whites and
   the  stages  of  capitalist   development   to   uproot  and  destroy older
   anthropological  and  historical   developments,   many  having existed for
   many  thousands of years, for  the  purpose  of  laying  the foundation for
   new  human  ages.  That  this  campaign   of extermination, enslavement and
   exploitation  had  been given 400 years,  but  the  Twentieth  Century  saw
   a  change  and that the Divine Mind precipitated  major wars and events for
   the  expressed  purpose of liberating the  non-white  worlds  from  whites.
   This   is   the  meaning  of  the  Russian  Revolution   which  brought the
   communists  to  power,  since  their  purpose  was to  provide  the  needed
   support   to   non-whites   struggling   against  the American and European
   racist powers.

          To   be  sure, the communists who officially never believed in God
   never  saw   this   as   their   real  purpose.  Nor did Hitler, the racist
   fascist,  who  believed   he  was  following  God's  plans, understand that
   his  role  was  to break  the  legs  of the European colonial powers, after
   which  the  rush  was  on  by  non-whites  around  the  world  to  liberate
   themselves.  Blacks in America  made  their  progress in this same rush and
   worldwide  momenta.  The  Vietnam   War  was  the  final proof that a white
   racist  military  power did not have  the  Divine  Mind's  support  to  re-
   colonize  a non-white people. The military  defeat  of  the  US war machine
   was  greatly  beneficial  to  blacks' struggles  in  America.  The  blacks'
   struggles  and  victories  became  easier  and  more assured with America's
   loss.

          Further   to   this,  I've  pointed  out the fact that Malcolm X's
   black   revolution    incorporated   but   went  far  beyond  King's  Negro
   revolution,  which  explains  both  why  King  received  the  Northern "Big
   Boys"   white  pay  and  support   against   the   Southern   white   power
   structures,  but  why  this same white  Northern  "Big  Boys"  assassinated
   Malcolm  X.  Before I detail a few of  the  significant differences between
   King's  Negro  revolution,  which  has resulted   ultimately   in  all  the
   ills    facing    blacks    today   and   the  devastating   black   social
   statistics  after  all  of  King's  ostensible  goals and  advocated  legal
   changes    having   been  won, facts which the present Negro  leaders,  the
   heirs   to  King,  wish  to  avoid  discussing at all cost, versus  Malcolm
   X's   black   revolution,  I  must  close the circle because it still  were
   the   blacks,  most  particularly,  members  of  the  Nation of Islam which
   fomented   hatred,   made   death threats, and finally, participated in the
   murder of Malcolm X.

          This   calls  up the question, why was Malcolm X kicked out of the
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   Black   Muslim   movement  ?  As  an  example  of  the  trivialization  and
   shallowness  laid  on  this  important issue, an example of a side show and
   something  not  very  significant   in  the  scheme  of things becoming the
   main  event,  the  sexual  misconduct   of   Elijah   Muhammad   with   his
   teenaged   secretaries   whom  he  impregnated  and  then kicked out of the
   organization  has  been  cited  as the reason  for  the  split.  This  type
   of  "talk  show"  or  soap opera level of voyeurism  is  a sure-fire way of
   perking    ignorant   and   lazy-minded  people's  interest,    because    for
   such   people   it's   too  boring  and  difficult to  think  above  such a
   level.  Sex  sells. And illicit sex sells even more. But  the  plain  truth
   of  the  matter  is  that the weight and significance of Malcolm  X and the
   then  Nation  of  Islam, the fate of millions of blacks did not  and  could
   not  have  turned  on  whatever  "dirty  old  man"  weaknesses  that Elijah
   Muhammad suffered from. This is nuts !

          True,  Malcolm X did make this allegation against Elijah Muhammad,
   and  this   allegation  was  stated  to  be  the reason at least one of the
   Black  Muslim   assassins   stated   was  his  motive  for participating in
   Malcolm's   assassination.   But   the   plain   facts   will   show   that
   Malcolm's   public  allegation   came  AFTER  his  ouster  from  the Nation
   of  Islam,  AFTER  many  months   of  the  Black  Muslims  ceaselessly  and
   continuously   in   print  and  speeches   castigating   and   excouriating
   Malcolm  X,  who  publicly  stated  he  only   wanted  peace with the Black
   Muslims  and  gave  nothing  but  respect and praise  to  Elijah  Muhammad,
   and  AFTER  many  death threats and attempts on Malcolm's life by the Black
   Muslims.

          Nor   was  this knowledge of Elijah Muhammad's shameless role with
   these  girls   what  precipitated  his  leaving the Nation. Ostensibly, the
   break  came  when   Malcolm   X   was  silenced  by  Elijah Muhammad for 90
   days   because   of   Malcolm's    forbidden    statement   that  Kennedy's
   assassination  was  a  case  of  "the   chickens  coming  home  to  roost."
   Malcolm   X   was  100%  and  totally  submissive  and  accepting  of  this
   censure   by  Elijah  Muhammad,  100%  and totally  accepting  that  he had
   erred,  100%  and  totally blamed himself for his  indiscretion,  100%  and
   totally   confirmed   that Elijah Muhammad was Malcolm's  leader and he was
   following  Elijah.  These  statements  at  the  time  hardly  suggest  that
   Malcolm   X  was in a combative or splitting mode with Elijah Muhammad over
   Elijah's sexual misconduct.

          As   a   matter   of   fact,   Malcolm   X  was  100%  and totally
   committed  to  returning   to   his   position   in  the  Nation  of  Islam
   after   the  90  day  suspension.  He  remained silent and refused to speak
   during  those  90 days. But  after  the  90  days,  it's  just that Malcolm
   X  was not allowed back. Malcolm  X  had  been  kicked  out  of  the  Black
   Muslims  without  even  the courtesy  to  tell  him  so.  Malcolm  X,  like
   all  mortals,  had  to  make  a  living.   He   had  to  do  something.  He
   could   not  remain  silent  forever.  Malcolm   X   had   to   accept  the
   fait  accompli.  So  Malcolm  X publicly stated that  he  was  now  on  his
   own,   and   was   going   to   form   two  different  organizations.   One
   strictly   religious,   the   Muslim  Mosque,  Inc.,  and another,  a  much
   broader  black  nationalist  organization to include blacks of  all  or  no
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   religious persuasion, the Organization of African American Unity (OAAU).

          It  is  in  the  formation  of this second organization, the OAAU,
   and  Malcolm's  irreverent  remarks  about Kennedy's assassination which we
   must  see   as   forming   the   pieces  for  the true reason for Malcolm's
   ouster  from  the   Black   Muslim  movement.  Because,  as  stated,  after
   Malcolm's  split  with  Elijah,   after  Malcolm  X  gave  his  praises and
   respects  to Elijah and begged for  peace  between  them  as he went on his
   separate  course,  the  Nation of Islam,  nevertheless,  physically  dogged
   and   threatened   Malcolm   X  and continued  to  attack  him in print and
   from  podiums.   Why  didn't they just let  Malcolm  X  be ? If Malcolm had
   strayed  from  the teachings, just leave him be. Why were they so insistent
   on killing Malcolm X ?

          I   know.  I  was  there.  The  last time I saw Malcolm X was in a
   speech  he  gave   in  Detroit,  one week before his assassination, and the
   day  his  home  in   New  York  had  been  fire bombed.  Outrageously, the Muslims
claimed  Malcolm  bombed   his   own home !! I met Malcolm again after this speech  in
his  hotel  room.   I   served   as   an   unarmed bodyguard. I
   remember  there  were  about  50  Black   Muslims  who  had  showed  up  at
   Malcolm's  speech,  intimidating  the  crowd.   I   remember  thinking  for
   certain  that  I  was  going  to  be  killed, but I  never  had a second of
   reservation  when  asked  to  take this position.  In fact,  it's  somewhat
   embarrassing   now   for   Malcolm  to  say  so--but  I  now recognize  the
   Divine   element   in   this,   although   at  that time as I've written  I
   neither   believed   in God nor life after death -- but I was the ONLY  one
   who   agreed   to   serve as a bodyguard for Malcolm X on this day, Sunday,
   Feb.   14,  1965,  so  threatening were these mean looking and very serious
   Black Muslim soldiers. The ONLY  one.

          So   the   annoying   question   persists:   why didn't  the Black
   Muslims,  after   Malcolm   X   had  left  and  wanted to make his break on
   friendly  terms,  just   let  Malcolm  X  be ? There were a plethora of black
   leaders  outside  of  the  Nation  of  Islam,  and  Malcolm X would just be
   another  one  of  these.   Why   did   Farrakhan  and  company  continue to
   hound  and  dog  and  eventually  join  forces with the white Northern "Big
   Boys"  to  gun  down  Malcolm X ? One has  to  be  OUT  OF  HIS  MIND  (or,
   just  plainly  stupid)  to  believe these things  had  anything  WHATSOEVER
   to  do with Elijah Muhammad screwing his teenaged secretaries.

          The   answer  to  these questions and how the OAAU and the Kennedy
   remark  fit   into the puzzle returns us to the personal commitment Malcolm
   X  had  to the  liberation  of  black  people.  I've  previously  indicated
   that  ONLY  Malcolm  X  of all the prominent national black leaders was 100%
   committed  to   the  liberation  of  blacks. Others were less committed,
   being  compromised  in   their   commitments   by  their  fears of physical
   violence  from  whites,  by  their   creature  comforts,  by the money they
   could  either  make  or  lose, by their  career  goals,  etc. Not committed
   100%  to  the liberation of blacks. All  the Negro leaders were seeking big
   cash  from  whites.  Malcolm X was the only national black leader not being
   paid for by whites.


